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GSR

I GSR is a phenomena when skin conductivity changes under
different psychological conditions

I In 1849, Emil du Bois-Reymond first observed that human skin
was electrically active

I In 1878, Hermann and Luchsinger demonstrated a connection
between GSR and sweat glands

I The technology has been developing significantly since that
time



Shimmer GSR device

I Wearable device
I Uses two Velcro straps to attach electrodes
I Streams data via Bluetooth
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Demonstration

I Skin conductivity level correlates with expected activation
I Changes of stumuli are reflected in skin conductivity data
I Small number of participants
I No statistical inference, only speculations



Instrument

I present a sequence of four video pieces followed by a short
questionnaire:



The first and the third videos

The videos are about nature and rain. They are relaxing movies
with almost no action.

https://youtu.be/lC2F9RCh0vk?t=1185
https://youtu.be/8myYyMg1fFE?t=5004

https://youtu.be/lC2F9RCh0vk?t=1185
https://youtu.be/lC2F9RCh0vk?t=1185
https://youtu.be/8myYyMg1fFE?t=5004
https://youtu.be/8myYyMg1fFE?t=5004


The second video

The video is about the famous pre-race warm-up (World Junior
Championships, Barcelona 2012), which involved dancing of an
Australian hurdler and model Michelle Jenneke. The video has two
rather different parts:

I Seconds 1 – 94 are a playful “warm-up dancing”
I Seconds 95 – 114 are the actual race, which she won

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EIveHwQcgU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EIveHwQcgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EIveHwQcgU


The fourth video

The fourth video is a Nike commercial in the style of a horror movie.
The video also has two quite different parts:

I Seconds 1 - 14 are relate to a bath preparation
I Seconds 15 - 54 are the “horror” part

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1JpOSz4lnI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1JpOSz4lnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1JpOSz4lnI


The questionnaire

The participants were asked three questions:

I Gender
I Age
I Name of the movie which they liked the most



Participants

I 6 participants (statistical analysis is not possible)
I Age from 35 to 67
I 3 female, 3 male
I I will speculate on a few cases



Case 1: 62 y.o. female, liked the 2nd movie
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Case 1 speculations

I Videos 1 and 3 had the expected relaxing effect
I “Playful” part of the second video did not bring much attention
I Strong reaction to the “race” part of the second video

compared to the first part of the video
I The first part of the last video had a relaxing effect
I Strong reaction to the start of the “horror” part of the last

video
I The participant liked the second video and the skin

conductivity data confirms it (later she acknowledged that she
liked the last video as well)



Case 2: 56 y.o. male, liked the 1st movie
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Case 2 speculations

I Videos 1 and 3 had te expected relaxing effect
I Very strong reaction to the “playful” part of the second video
I Weak reaction to the “race” part of the second video
I Rather strong reaction to the first part of the last video
I Weak reaction to the start of the “horror” part of the last video
I The participant reported that he liked the first video, although

the data shows that the second movie brought his highest
attention



Case 3: 44 y.o. male, liked the 2nd movie
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Case 3 speculations

I Strong reaction to video 1 (later in a private discussion the
participant explained that he waited for an “unexpected
change” in the intentionally relaxing movie)

I Video 3 had the expected relaxing effect
I Strong reaction to the “playful” part of the second video
I Relaxing reaction to the “race” part of the second video
I No reaction to the first part of the last video
I Weak reaction to the start of the “horror” part of the last video
I Data confirms that the participant liked the second video the

most



Conclusions

I Provides data which is relatively easy to interpret (compared,
for example, to EEG)

I Robust
I Simple to use



Thank you!



Links

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelle_Jenneke
http://www.extremenxt.com/blog/?page_id=333
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